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Abstract
This paper considers the analysis and synthesis of con-
trol systems subject to two types of distrbance signals: sig-
nals with bonded power spectral density and sinals with
bounded power. The reslting control problem involves min-
iiZing miXed X2andX. norm ofthe system. Ltisshown
that the controller share a separtion property similr to
those of pure 72 or 74. controller It is also shown that the
mized problem reduces naturally to X2 and 7X. problem in
specal cas Some necesary Lad sufficient conditions are
obtained for the existence of a solution to the mixed prob-
lem. Exicit sate space formulae are given for the optimal
controllers.
1 Introduction
Two performance measures in optimal control theory which have
been the focus of much recent resah are the X2 and 74, norms,
defined in the frequency-domain for a stable transfer matrix G(s)
as
||G112 := ( Trae[G(jw)*G(iw)dw) 1/2
11G010 := sup ro.s,[G(jw) ( = singular value)
w
It is beyond the scope of this paper to review the vast literature
associated with the X2, and 4,E theory. The interested reader might
consult [Francis and Doyle, 1987], or the recent paper by Doyle,
Glover, Khargonekar, and Francis, [DGKF, 1989], and the references
therein.
The 74, results of [DGKF] suggest the possibility of a single
theory that has the 72 and 74, results as special cases, and this
encourages us to consider a more general problem. The basic system
we use has the block diagram
where G is the generalized plant and K is the controller. Only finite
dimensional linear time-invariant (LTI) systems and controllers will
be considered in this paper. The generalized plant G contains what
has been called the plant in traditional control problems as well
as any weighting functions. The signals wo and w1 represent all
external inputs, including disturbances, sensor noise and commands.
The signal to is asumed to have a fixed or bounded power spec-
trum, while wt is assumed to be bounded in power; z is an output
error signal with power as the performance objective; y represents
the measured variables; and u is the control input. Let the transfer
function from to0 and wt to z be T,,. The analysis problem is,
given G and K, determine the induced norm of T5E,. The synthesis
problem is, given G, find a controller K which stabilizes the plant
and makes the norm of T, le than a pre-specified performance
level. Both the analysis and the synthesis problems are referred to
as "mixed" X2 and problems.
Note that if only wo is present, then the problem reduces to the
standard 72 problem. Similarly, if only wj is present we obtain the
standard 7,, problem. Often we compare the results of this paper
with those for the Xa and It0, problems as presented in [DGKF],
which are referred to as the "pure" X2 and U00 problems. The
major motivation of this paper is to begin providing more flexibility
in the modeling assumptions required in order to use optimal control
methods.
The main results of this paper are presented in sections 3 and 4.
Specifically, section 3 presents the analysis results and section 4
presents the synthesis results. The proofs of the synthesis results
exploit the "separation" structure of the controller, which is remi-
niscent of the clasical 72 controller and the X>,t theory in [DGKF].
Of course, there are significant differences that reflect the mixed
criterion used in the problem. These differences are similar to the
differences between the 72 and Xt0 separation principle discussed
in [DGKF].
If full state feedback is available, then the central controller is
simply a gain matrix F00, obtained by solving a single Rccati equa-
tion, which is the same as in the pure 74, problem. Also, the
optimal estimator is an observer whose gain is obtained as a solu-
tion to three coupled equations; this reflects the complexity of the
mixed problem. In the general output feedback case the central con-
troller can be interpreted as an optimal estimator for F00:. This
paper does not present a complete solution, as there is a small differ-
ence between the necessary and sufficient conditions for the estima-
tion problem. We believe that this difference can be removed, and
present a series of conjectures which do so. Although we strongly
believe that these conjectures are correct, we do not have proofs at
this time and more work must be done.
To make the results more accessible, we have chosen to treat only
a special case of the general mixed problem in this paper. This prob-
lem is similar to the problem treated in [DGKF], and captures the
essential features of the general problem. While there is some loss
of generality in doing this, it relieves the proofs of serious algebraic
encumberment, and makes the formulae much easier to interpret.
In addition, the assumptions are common in the standard presenta-
tion of the I2 problem. Although the theory developed here follows
[DGKF], important motivation came from the work of Bernstein and
Haddad (1989), which uses Lagrange multiplier techniques to solve
a different mixed 72 and Xt0 problem. Due to space limitations, all
the proofs are left as exercises; they can be found in [Doyle, 1989].
2 Preliminaries
This section reviews some elementary mathematical and system the-
oretic results, and presents the notation, which is fairly standard.
2.1 Notation
The Hardy space 74 consists of square-integrable functions on the
imaginary axis with analytic continuation into the right half-plane.
The Hardy space it.0 consist of bounded functions with analytic
continuation into the right half-plane. The Lebesgue spaces C:(-oo, oc)
and £2(-0o, 00) consist, respectively, ofabsolute and square-integrable
functions on (-cc, oo); £0o consists of bounded functions on (-xc, oc).
Al integrals are Lebesgue integrals. In general, u(t): R - R
and wi(t): R -+ R'i wi be used to denote signa which are inputs
to system, z(t) : - R' and y(Q) R -_R denote sigals which are
the outputs of a system, and z(t) R RH" denotes a gnal which
is the state of a systemL Let 0 denote the convolution operator, and
(z,y) the usual inner product on C" or R".
A trander matrix in term of state-sae data is denoted
A B
:= C(sI-A)-'B + D.
For a matrix M E CpX' or Rxr, MT denotes its transpcse, M'
denotes its conjugate transpese, u,.(M) =
_,(M*M)112 denotes
its maximum singular value, and p(M) denotes its spectral radius
(if p = r). The prefix B denotes the unit ball and the prefix 71
denotes real-rational. The unsubecripted norm 11 11ill denote the
standard Euclidean norm on vectors We will omit all vector and
matrx dimsiom throughout, and amame that all quantitie have
compatible dimenions
2.2 Signals and Norms
All gnals consdered m this paper are assmed to be determiniie.
For a given signal u(t) E RI, its autocorrelation matrix is defined
R.d(r) := T-o jT| t + r)ut(t)dt,
if the limit exists and is finite. If u(t) is nal such that R,,(r)
exist and is finite for all r, the u(t) is caled a power sigal, or,
more formlly, a sgnal of bounded power. The set of all ignal
havig bounded power is deoted by
P := {u(t) E R'" R: (r) exists and. is fiite for all r.}
Note that not every sial having finite o-normhas bounded power,
howve, if u 7'P and liu(t)lljo <oo, thme Hflp < v'llc,o1, where
m is the dimensin oftu.
A semi-norm can be defined on the space of signa of bounded
power, Le.,
II (Tlh J lit(t ) =1(Trae[Rn(O)D1I.
T'he capital P" is sd to differentiate this power seni-norm from
the usual Lebesgue 4 norm. Note that sgnal of bounded power
are peristent sials in time sich as sies or cosie. Any 4 signal
has zero power, and thus 1- Ip is only a semi-nrm, not a norm.
The spectral density mtrix ofU is the Fourier trnsform of its
autocorrelationr
uon:~~~~~~~~c
&,(,r) can be obtained from S,,,(jw) by inver Fouri trnsform
as
R.(r) 2IS.,jj w)eIrdw.
Now suppose u EP, then
IuI, i~Tra suwd
A sga Nt) is aid to have bounded spectral density if IIS,d#41j.. <
xo. The set of igals havin bounded spectral density is doed
as
S := {u(t) E RH': IIS,(jw)110. < 00}.
The quantity hull IlS:=A(JW)II is called the spectral densty
smi-norm of u(t).
The engieerin relevance of the set S is that it can be used
to model als with fixd spetral characterisics by pmaing the
signal through a weigting filter. Similarly, P cud be used to
















Table 1: System input/output gain
System Input/Output Gains
For the linear system shown in the previous diagra, asume G is
strictly proper. G considered as an operator fiom the input space
to the output space induce a norm on G, which, loosely speaking,
measure the si of the output for a given input u. Table 1 sum-
marie some of the input and output relatiom we are interested in
this paper.
2.3 The Riccati Operator
We asume the reader is fmi with basic materl on the Riccati
equation and the Riccati opeato, such as can be found in se-
tion 2.2 of [DGKF]. We wil adopt the conventiom of [DGKF] when
dircn theseh
3 Systems Performance Analysis with
Mixed Inputs
In this section we lok at the noms induced on G whe G has two
different types of inputs. In particular, let wo(t) ES and wi(t) C P.
Pictory, we have
The "'sie of the output sinal zt) is mead by the power semi-
norm. Assume G is sA and parti C compatibly with wo and
WI as[Go Cil, whereGoisumed stritly prope. Intrm ofthe
state-space matices, this can be represented as
0(a) = B- I
We wish to compute
gap hzIlIPwif5P,e,c5 (1)
This problem is referred to as the 'mixed 2twand 74,,' problem
becaue, fom the earlier tablk, ifweignre w2 then the norm
induced on G from tuo to z is the t2 nom; similarly, if we inore
uo then the norm induced on G frm w, to : is the 14 norm
The remainder of this setion is devoted to the slution of this
problem For clarity and smplcity, we same Di ==0.Asum-
ing DI non-sew only compliate the formulae; it does not present
additional theoretical difficulties
Theorem 1. Suppoe t > I(G116. Then
sup (11:11), _hlwIli}lI= T1raceBjIX,Bo)_-IIWI_.-2BTX.,l
and
sup (11:111 - 9IlwllhJ =TT rae4X7-B0)WzEP,u,eeDs
with a w _eC&sWigAlt = -2-BTXTZ, wheie X, is the wlution
to the Riccati equation
ATX, + X,A + f2XBIBTXIB + CrC =
and + 7-2BiBX is stabk.
I . .. I. .. ..
Assume now that the input to the system is o&l, for fixed y. Then
the system equations become
r = (A + 4BiB[X-) r + Bowo(t), lIr(-oO)Il < oo
z = Cx
Let Py be the solution to the Lyapunov equation
(A+ LBIBTX7) P7+P7 (A+ A BIBT8x) + BoBT =O
then
IIZ112 = Trace (CPCT).
Note that for smaLl 7, &l may be outside of 8BP. Hence to com-
pute (1), we have to find a suitable y such that i1 E BP, this is
given in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let 70 be such that j1y2BTXz.XJp = 1. Then
slp ||ZIIzII2 = Trace (CP,CDT).
W,vEBPwoEBS
Hence computing the power norm of z involves iterations on -y, as
in the pure 4,, case. As an aside, note that the optimmal y level
almost always t 7> IIG1iH1 when wo #0 . Also, the worst-
case signals in BS are always white noise, which in this context is
simply the limit of signals in BS when S.,,. -. I. White noise
signals do not have bounded power, and in this treatment, only
exist as limits. Nevertheless, we will use the shorthand convention
of treating them as being in BS.
4 Mixed 1t2 and 1Xo Synthesis
In this sction, we consider the syntheis problem when the system
subjected to mixed disturbance signals. Specifically, consider the
system described by the block diagram
where aga the plant G and controller K are asumed to be real-
rational and proper.
Problem (G) Given the plant G anda constanty, a.sume that
the exogesous signal too and WI are as follows
woo E S
Wi EP
the mired t2 and 74, optimal control problem is to find a controller
K such that
min sup {I411-2__IIW112}K wPiEp,weE 11
is solved, where the minimization is constrained to those K such that
tic internal stability is guaranteed.
As metioned earlier, when wt = 0 or wu =0, the induced norm
becomes the the 72 or '74, norm, respectively. Thus, Problem (G)
is solvable only if the corresponding pure W2 and 74, problems are
solvable. In this paper, we do not usually address the isue of the
optimal mixed controller and only discuss optimality in terms of
a given y, restricting y to be greater than the corresponding X,X
optimal t level. ITus, optimal controller means optimal for a given
7 level. Clearly, any mixed optimal controller is a sub-optimal pure
74,, controler, but the convere need not be true. However, if a sub-
optimal pure it,, controller exists, then it is an admissible mixed
controller, hence an optimal mixed controller exists. WVe have just
shown
Lemma 1. Problem (G) is solvabik if and only if there exists a
K such that IIT.3ll,,,, < 7, i.e., the corresponding Xi,,, problem
(wo = 0) is solvabk.
Note that although Lemma 1 gives necessry and sufficient condi
tions for the eistence of a solution to Problem (G), it does not give
a method for finding it. Finding an explicit solution to this problem
is the focus of the rest of this paper.
Assutmptions on the Plant G
The system G(s) has the following realization
A Bo B1 B2
G(s)= C1 0 0 D12
C2 D2Q D21 0
and the following assumptions are made:
(i) (A, B1) is stabilizable and (C1, A) is detectable
(ii) (A, B2) is stabilizable and (C2, A) is detectable
(iii) DT2[ C1 D12 ]= [ i 1
(iY) [ B1 DEr = [ 1] R1> O
(v) [B ] D2 = [ Ro>O
Similar comments made in [DGKF] about assumptions on the 7.
problem apply here for (i)iii). Note that in (iv) we do not require
positive definiteness of R1, but instead require RD > 0. A more
desirable asumption would be that Ro + R1 > 0; this, however,
complicates the treatment substantially.
4.1 Separation Principle for Mixed 12 and 14,,
Problems
The following theorem is one of the main results in this paper. It
shows that the solution to Problem (G) shares a kind of separation
principle, i.e., state feedback and optimal estimation of the feedback
signal.
Theorem 3. There exists an admissible controller which solves the
following optimisation probkm
m wiiE spo {II IIPP9IIII}
if the following conditions hold:
(I) H., E dom(Ric) and Xe,, := Ric(HOO) > 0
(ii) There exists a controller KFpc which solves Probkm (G) with
G = Gmrc (called the Mixed Full Control (MFC) Problem)
[ Atmp Bo B1 [ I 0 ]
GMFc(s)
-Fw, 0 0 to Ir
C2 D2, D21 [o o]]
where At,np = A + -2BiBTX, ad F TX".=-BfX0
Moreover, when these conditions hold, one such controller equals
the transfer matrix from y to u in
A+y-2BIBTXC +B2FCC 0 [ I -B2 ]
MMoE(8)= -F,, 0 1 0 IJ
L C2 I [ ° ] 1
2067
Notice that (i) corresponds to the condition for full information con-
trol and (ii) corresponds to the condition for the optimal esim
of Fo,:. Thus, the separation principle of mixed controllers is now
evident and is similar to the separation principle for 74,0 controler
given in (DGKFJ: The mixed U2 and 14c output feedback controller
is the outplt estimator of thefiul informastio costrol law in the
presence of a 'worst-cue' disturane wi,, = t-2 Xm
(Atmp, BI) is stabdizable Since (A,BI) is and (-F,At,mp) is
detectable since Atm, + B2Fo is stble. For the MFC Problem to
be solvable, it is also necefsary to require (C2, At..) be detectable.
This condition will be satisfied implicitly if there is an admisible
controller solving the MFC Problenm On the other hand, if RI > 0,
then from [DGKF], J. E dom(Ric) and Rie(Jo) > 0 will guarntee
(C2, Atm,) be detectable. However, we will not pose these conditions
here.
The proof of Theorem 3 is given in setion 4.3. The proof in
section 4.3 u following lemma and the result in the next section.
At this point, we again remind the readers that white noise is always
a worst siaual for wo ix thc problem considred in this paper. Hence
in the sbsequent development, we will drop te ssremum oer wo
and assme WO i's white with spectaldensity quol to the identity.
Lemma 2. Suppose H,o E domnRic) and XOO = Ric(Ho) > 0.
Then then exists an admissibk controller K(s) such that K(s)
solvs Problem (G) iff K(s) solvs ProbJem (Gt0,,),
whene
r 0 BO 1 B,1
Gtww(*) = -=coo O O I .
C2 D020 Al1 °
4.2 Mixed Output Estimation
As we have mentioned earlir in Theoem 3, we will call the mixed
control problem having structure lie GFO the Mixed Ful Control
(MFC) problem, whe the problem having strwture like G0,, will
be called the Mixed Output (MOE) problm In the
folowing, we show how to reduce the MOE problem to the MC
problm Instead of an Gt, directly, we =e an arbitrary plant
G,NOB having structure like G,,,. Consider the folowing diam
where
[A B1 B,
Gmoj(s) = C1 0 0 1
Do L)21 0
A B, Bi [0I ]
GNFc() = C, 0 0 _0
Cs [ 0 0
ad we _am e A B,C, in the realsaios c Gswoa is stable.
Note that asumptions (i) through (v) on Problem (G) are not
needed in obtaining the reduction from the MOE problem to the
MFC. This wil be clear from the procedure.
Let TMoB and TMFc denote the cld-loop transfer matrices
from 00 and r to v for the MOE problem and the MFC problem,
respectively. The proof is in the same spirit asection 8 of[DGKF].
Proposition 1. The controlier KNoe internally stabili GMOB
iff KjrC = VB] KNOB internally biie GmFC. Further-
more, in this can TMO = TMFPC
To complete the equivalence, suppose that we have a controller
for the MFC problem, denod by Kmpc and let KNoB be the
transfer function generated by
_
PmoB AA-02Ca 0 [ I -B2
PMOE= C 0 0117+1 [ooL1 l
Proposition 2. The controller KMpC inrnaly bili;s GmC
1ff KNos internly b zes MOB. Frthezo in this cane
TMOB = TNFC.
4.3 Proof of Theorem
Since a controlkr solving Problem (G) is ako a suboptimal 4,,O
controller, it is obviou that (i) is neesary. Hence if the problem is
solvabe, then H. 6 dom(Ric). Now using Lem 2, the original
problem is equivalent to Problem (G0p). Since X. = Ric(H,,) >
0, At -,B (-F.c,) = A+-yBlBiX,+B,Bj7Xc, itlt The
theorem then folows by applying Propositio 1 and 2 to Go.
4.4 Mixed Full Control Problem
In Theore-n 3, we have - that the mixed synthesis problem, Prob-
lem (G), can be reduced to an MFC problem with GmFC = G0FC.
This section is devoted to the solution of this problem We will
give some explicit and sufficient conditions for solving this
problem. We will also point out unresolved isuesConsider
the llowing diagram
GmFC _ A B B1 [I o]g _ ~~~Gmpc(s) =Cl, O 0 1
9
L C2 DD D,I [0011
The assumptins on GNFC are the sam as on G.
hOC Problem Find an (orall) amis irwr(s)KFC
sch that KMFC interally stablzes GNFc ad minimizes
mmn sup{1IvI12~- 9IHj1jj
wher wo is white noise and ha spetra densityea to the ideatiy.
The next lemma folkow from standard min-maxo
Lemma 3. Suppoe the ph NPCG i giwvn a above. Then
sp{I{IvI1 - Y?I2 IKNpFC ria} > pin sn$lfrIg. - 9d12 I
ms{ipiP -?l9lMg) .i n {iii-191124f-mir ivle}Le.aura xhp
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v wo
The solution to the MFC problem involves three equations in un-
knowns L, Y, and P,
(L) LRo + PCT+ 7-2PYLR1 =O
(Y) Y(A + LC2) + (A + LC2)Y + <-2Y(BIBT + LRILT)Y
+CTC1 = o
Y > 0 and A+ LC2 +f-2(B1BT + LR1LT)Y is sable
(P) {AA+ LC2 + y-2(B1BT + LR1LT)Y}P + P{A +LC2
+--2(Bi BT + LR1LT)Y}T + BoBT + LRoLT = 0
Note that since A + LC2 + f-2(B1BT + LR1LT)Y is stable, (A +
LC2, <-r(B1 + LD21)TY) is detectable. This in turn implies that
A + LC2 is stable since Y > 0.
The following Lemma gives sufficient conditions for the inequal-
ities in Lemma 3 to be equalities.
Lemma 4. Suppose there exist real matrices L, y = yT and
p = pT such that equations (L), (Y), and (P) are satisfied. Then
up {IIvI2 - 9IIrlI | KMFC = [ ] }
K*nu {11Il - 91|rI|p r=v2(Bi + LD21)TY(zy ) } (2)
where z is the state of the system GMFC and i is obtained from
i=(A+LC2)i-Ly+[I O]u
The folowing lemma gives a necessary condition.
Lemma Suppose there exists a constant matrix L such that
KmFC L[ solves the MFC problem. Then L satisfies equa-
tion (Ly) where
(Ly) Y(LRo + PC + y-2PYLRI) = 0
and there exist Y > 0 and P > 0 satisfying equations (Y) and (P),
respectively.
The main result of this sction is the following theorem which
follows immediately from Lemmas 4 and 5.
Theorem 4. Suppose there exist real matrices L, Y = YT, and
P = PT such that equations (L), (Y), and (P) are satisfied. Then
KMFC = solves the MFC problem. On the other hand,
suppose thereexistsaconstant matrixL such thatKFc = []
solves the MFC probkm. Then there exist Y > 0 and P > 0 whic,
together with L, stisf equations (Ly), (Y), and (P).
Note that there is a gap between the necessary conditions and suffi-
cient conditions in the above theorem ifY is singular. Nevertheless,
we believe the following, which fill the gap, are true.
Conjecture 1. Suppose there exists a controller in the form KMFC
[L] which solves the MFC problem. Then there exist L, Y >
0,and P > 0 which solve equations (L), (Y), and (P). Here L may
not he equal to the L given by KMFC if Y is singular.
Conjecture 2. There exists a constant matrix L such that KMFC =
[L solves the MFC probem ifand only if there exist Y >O and
P > 0, which, together with L, satisfy equations (Ly), (Y), and
(P).
We note that while Conjectures 1 and Conjectures 2 both fill
the gap in Thorem 4, they do so in different senses. From a com-
putational point of view, equation (L) may be more tractable than
equation (Ly). The following conjecture is concerned with the gen-
eralisation of standard Kalman filter theory. It represents a start at
bridging the gap.
Conjecture 3. Given a dynamic system
x = Ax+ Bowo
= C2z+D20W
with aumptions as before. Then there exists a filter K(s) such
that u = K(s)y minimizes
InCl + ull?,
if there exists L2, P2 > 0, and '2 > 0 satisfying the following
equations;
Y2(L2Ro+ P2C2) = 0
12(A + L2C2) + (A+ L2C2)TY2 + CTC1 = O, and A + L2C2 is stable
(A + L2C2)P2 + P2(A + L2C2)T + B BT + L2RoLT = 0
Moreover, in this case K [ A + L2C2t L2 ] isan optimal filter,
and
IIC1: + u112 = Trace (P2CTC1).
The necessity part is easy to show using Lagrange multipliers. It
is also sufficient if 1'k > 0; moreover, it is known to be sufficient in
certain simple examples when Y2 is singular, but a proof of the suf-
ficiency for the general case needs to be found. Note that the above
equations for L2, Y2, and P2 are the degenerate form of equations
(Ly), (Y), and (P), when B1 = 0 and D21 = 0.
Special Cases: Connections with Kalman Filter and the
7, Full Control Problem
We now examine how the MFC problem simplifies when the input
disturbances are restricted to a single disturbance.
(A) Suppose B1 =O, D21 = 0, and R > 0. In this case, the
equations (L), (Y), and (P) reduce to
LRo + PC2 = 0
Y(A+LC2)+(A+LC2)Y+C1TC =0, andA+LC2is stable
(A + LC2)P + P(A + LC2)T + BoBT + L&LT =0
Note that equations (L) and (P) can also be written as
L =
-PC2TR
AP +PAT - PC2RC2P + BoBT =0
This is the standard Kalman filter solution. Note also that there
always exists a unique Y > 0 solving (Y) since A + LC2 is stable.
Hence the mixed full control problem redues to the Kalman filter
solution.
(B) Suppose Bo = 0, D20 = 0, and R1 > 0. In this case, we
can assume R1 = I. This problem is called Full Control Problem
in [DGKF]. We show here that our solution to the MFC can be
reduced to that one. It is easy to see that in this setting (P) has
unique solution P = 0 and (L) disappears. The only equation left is
(Y). Now we have a very interesting situation, since we need to find
L and Y such that the single equation (Y) with a stability constraint
is satisfied. To understand this equation, another interpretation of
(Y) is useful in this case. From the characterization of the 74, norm
of a transfer matrix, e.g., in [DGKF], we se that (Y) is true if and
only if there exists an L such that A + LC2 is stable and
A+LC2 Bi L2 21DJJ
which is true if and only if
(A+LC2)T CIT <IIII [ (B1 + L2D21 ojIJ <,j
Now it follows from the Full Information results in [DGKF] that
the above is true iff there exists a Y4, > 0 such that
AYoo + YoCoAT + Y0(_2CTC1 - CTC2)YX + B1BT -0
and
A + Y4(2CfCTC- C2C2) is stable
iff 4o Edom(Ric) and Y,, = Ric(Joo) >0 . Furthermore, L can be
chosen to be L = -Y4,C. This is exactly the result obtained in
[DGKF].
4.5 Explicit State Space Formulae for Mixed Con-
trol
In this section, we give nme explcit formula for mixed norm syn-
thesis. The fomulae are obtained fm combinin Theorem 3 and
Theorem 4. However, only a sufficient condition is preseted here,
and various other combinations can also be written down. Our pur-
pose is to get some explicit comparison with 7X and 7i,o results.
Theorem 5. Given y > 0 and plant G, there exists a controlker
K(s) which solves Probkm (G) if the following conditions hold:
(i) H,E dom(Ric) and X := Ri(H ) > 0
(ii) There exist L, Y, and P whicbh stisfy
LRe+ PC + y-2PYLRi = 0
Y(Amp + LC2) + (Atn +LC2)TY
+7-2Y(B1BT + LR1L )Y + CfCi = O
Y >Osand Atp + LC2+ -2(BlBr + LRLT)Y is stabk{Atmp + LC, + yf2(B1BT + LR1L)Y}P + P{Am, + LC2
+1-2(B1BT + LR1LT)Y}T + BoBOT + LRoLT = 0
Moreover, when thee conditions hold, onesuch controller is
K(s) = [- +. r2BiBTtX,=+B2&o +LC2 1-L]
where Atmp = A+ -'2BiBTXoo and Foo = -BTX*,.
It should be clear from the the relationship etablishaed in the last
setion among the MFC problem, Kalman filter, and 7oo Full Con-
trol Problem that the solutio in Theorem 5 redUces to the pure 74
and 74, solutions, resptively, in thes special aes In partiular,
it is eay to see that L = L2 if BD = 0, D1 = 0, and Re = 1; also
L = ZooLoc if Bo = 0, DTo = 0, and R1 = I.
We have noted before that the controllers characterized here and
in previous sections are only optimal for a given Y > 'Yo, the pure




we mut pk an appropriate ed to desig for. One way of ob-
taining this Tihm is throu the fllowing iterati: pick >7f
and compute a controller a above. Apply the analysis in section 3
to the clkoed loop system and determine the power of the worst-
cae signal, w1,., Increase or decrease t according to whether
IlwI.,11p is greater than or es than 1, rspectively, and repeat
the proces. The optimal Y.d occur when 11wi =p1.
5 Some Unsolved Issues
In this paper, we have formulated and obtained a partial slution
to a MiXed W2 and 74 problem This problem is an interesting
generalizatiOn of eXiting W2 and 74 theory. We have shoWn that
it reduces to the pure 72 and 74, problems naturally in special
cases. An interesting feature of this problem formulation is that no
stochastic concepts have been used, i.e., the problem is approached
from a completely deterministic viewpoint.
The work present here is still, however, a step away from be-
ing completed, and many important issues remained to be solved.
Although we strongly believe that our sufficient conditions are also
necessary, which is Conjecture 1, a proof has not been obtained.
Conjecture 3 itself is very intaereting. It is also an important step
towards understanding a more general neceary and sufficient con-
dition for the MFC problem, i.e., Conjecture 2. We remark that the
neceary conditions given in Lemma 5 are obtained by
there exist a constant controller ving the MFC problem. This
is true for the pure 72 and 74 problems; a rigorous proof is still
to be done for the mixed case. Another unresolved isse concerns
the amsumptions made on the system: we asumed Ro > 0 whereas
it is more le toaume R + RI > 0. We needed the as-
sumption Ro > 0 bemus if Reo is sngular the we must solv a
sngular LQG problem in the proof of Laema 4; neceary and suf-
ficient conditions for the siution are more difficult to cha cterize.
However the assumption RO + R1 > 0 makes more snse ince it
simply means that the measurement noise is nonsigular. We do
not currently know how to solve this problem, neverithel, we be-
lieve that all the results in this paper hold for the case where Ro is
singular.
From an applications point of viw, a major problem concernm
solving the coupled Riccati equations. To that end, homotopy meth-
ods such as those used in the algrithms developed by Richtor (1987)
and Mariton and Bertmnd (1985) may prove ueful. Since our equa-
tions are much simpler than thos appearing in the oblique projec-
tion method, it is possible that special properties may be exploited
and an efficient algorithm develed. This is another subject for
future research.
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